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WHY SUPER STEAM 
TECHNOLOGY?
To recover for e.g. a 30% lost in air 
volume may still require long 
service duration before a coil can be 
completely clean. 
Significantly the choice of steamer 
should have the capacity to 
generate with consistency, a high 
volume steam, maintained at high 
temperature and when discharged 
from the nozzle, its velocity should 
not exceed 10BAR pressure. 
This is to avoid damaging the flimsy 
aluminium fins. Super Steam arises 
out of the need and requirement of 
the air conditioning service 
industry. 
Its design and construction makes it 
the most powerful steamer of its 
kind within rated power range.
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In a typical modern building, air conditioning 
could account for up 60 % of its total energy 
consumption and its system efficiency can 
result in very substantial in energy savings in 
energy cost….

The right steamer for the right job…. A smart 
solution to costly replacement and 
maintenance Save world using super steam 
cleaning (GO GREEN)

For facilities management super steam coil 
cleaning method is an assurance for system 
efficiency. It provides solution to age-old 
issues which are impossible to overcome with 
existing water based chemical methods, 
leading to substantial saving in energy and 
replacement cost. Service support is only a 
phone call away and we keep machines and 
jobs operating on schedule. Contact…



Suitable For

HOW DOES SUPER STEAM WORK? In recent 

years, coil de-scaling with super heated steam 

has begun to be recognized as being the most 

effective method, capable of 99% in the removal 

of micro contaminants.

Test often reveals an increased airflow and 

improved cooling coil efficacy, leading 

significantly towards optima coil performance. 

And the key to steam cleaning method is heat. 

It provided thermal shock and a boost steam 

expansion rate, acting as wedge to dislodge 

contaminants from the substrate. 

In a high capacity steamer, water boiling point is 

amplified under pressure and it remains in 

liquid form right up until it is discharged 

form nozzle and flashes into steam.

You Really Should Know!!!

Design For All User

Service Benefits And Advantage

 AIR HANDLING 

UNIT

 FAN COIL UNIT

 AHU BLOWER FAN

 GENERAL CLEANING

 DHU 

 SPLIT UNIT

 WALL MOUNTED

• Energy saving in term of manpower

• Save Electricity

• Maintenance use smaller area

• Do not damage the surface of the cooling 

coil and focusing on the state of internal 

cooling coil

• Increasing the level of achievement of 

the cooling coil after use super steam 

cleaning

Designed with coil cleaning specifically in mind, tackles 

servicing issues impossible to overcome by other methods. 

This is high power super steamer has a high quality 

construction with top of the line component.

• User Friendly Easy to used control with automatic 

function allows for a solo operation.

• Environmentally Friendly Super steam makes cleaning 

safe , fast and cost efficient. The process never uses 

chemical or hazardous material. (GO GREEN)

• Continuous Usage Cut down service duration

• Mobile Can Access everywhere to any equipment 

placement, outdoor, roof, ceiling and enclosed space

The cool, dark & moist condition of the cooling coil 

is the perfect habitat for mold to thrive. From day 

one in operation, mold has already begun its gradual 

build up within the fin structure.

Organic contaminant accumulated rapidly & restricts 

the airflow pathway of the cooling coil while 

resulting in excess energy consumption.

The rapid growth rate mold spread in a blanket like 

formation between each plate fin thought out the 

entire coil, building up layer upon layer of 

compacted organic contaminant.


